Abstract-In the present Internet, inter-domain routing is based on BGP-4 which does not allow for the use of multiple paths, but rather selects a single path per destination prefix. However, as the global Internet connectivity graph displays vast inherent path diversity, we believe that there is a lack of mechanisms which put this latent potential into use. To this end, we propose Inter-Domain Route Diversity (IDRD) as a mechanism which allows for diverse inter-domain paths to be propagated among carriers and used for packet forwarding. Our proposal is aimed to be efficient, backwards compatible, and incrementally deployable. In order to make use of the existing path diversity, we also propose a relaxation of the multipath route selection policy that is provably stable, while being more flexible. Our extensive evaluation of path disjointness in the Internet connectivity graph illustrates the potential benefits of IDRD. While the evaluation shows that the traditional "prefer customer" rule heavily impedes the use and propagation of the underlying diversity, it also demonstrates that our proposed relaxation of the multipath route selection policy enables near-optimal utilization of the underlying path diversity in the real Internet inter-domain topology.
I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
In the current Internet, the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) [1] fulfills the role of globally disseminating the routing information between individual IP networks belonging to different administrative domains (i.e., ASes). It propagates IP prefix reachability information by exchanging path vectors between routers in neighbor networks. In this article we address three closely related problems attributable to BGP and its best practices.
First, BGP was originally designed to select and propagate a single route (i.e., path) for each IP prefix. Such an approach automatically impedes the use of the AS path diversity which is inherently present in the Internet graph (cf. [2] ). Putting into use the vast diversity which is present in the Internet graph would of course yield a number of benefits (cf. [3] ), like e.g., finding disjoint or stable paths. There have been many works that add limited multipath capabilities to BGP, at least within a single AS [4] , mainly to speed-up BGP convergence in case of path failures. We propose to go further with Inter-Domain Route Diversity (IDRD), which allows ISPs to propagate multiple routes per prefix towards their neighbor domains, while fully respecting the fundamental BGP export policies (a.k.a. Valley Free export policies, described in Section IV-A) within the current inter-AS business relationships. Neighbor domains which receive multiple paths then have the opportunity to both advertise all or a subset of these routes to their neighbors and configure them in their routers.
Second, BGP does have some Traffic Engineering (TE) capabilities [5] , which are however limited in their in their scope and possible applications by the BGP route selection process 1 . Our objective is therefore to relax BGP route choice policies in order to enable a richer set of route selection policies (for TE, added value services, etc.) Third, the "prefer customer" condition (a.k.a. Gao & Rexford condition [6] ), which assures the stability of the current single route inter-domain routing in the Internet, truncates the use of the potential routing diversity (as shown in our evaluation in Section V). As this condition is too restrictive and may prevent domains from proposing advanced services to clients, we propose a new, less restrictive rule, which still ensures the stability of routes.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. After summarizing the large body of related work in Section II, in Section III we present an overview of the architecture of IDRD. Subsequently, in Section IV we propose a relaxation of the "prefer customer" rule [6] for route selection, accompanied with a comprehensive proof of stability for the relaxed criterion. In Section V we analyse the path disjointness potential of IDRD, after which we summarize this paper with an outline of our main conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK Some works already aim at allowing for multiple interdomain paths [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] by configuring several equivalent routes in the routers' forwarding planes, whereby each configured route is used according to a specific packetmatching criterion, e.g., the standard address-port-protocol 5-tuple. However, these proposals do not propagate extra paths and therefore enable only very limited path diversity. Some other works [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] focus on path fail-over and path diversity, but they propagate only a single alternative path (the most disjoint one) and allow only for non-simultaneous use of the primary and the alternative paths.
Among the works that deal with both the advertisement of paths and and their simultaneous use, Godfrey et al. [15] propose pathlet routing. While this work addresses both issues, the proposed protocol is very disruptive and no domain can benefit from it on its own, which makes it very difficult to adopt. Xu et al. [16] propose Multi-path Interdomain ROuting (MIRO), which is less disruptive. The required architectural components are clearly sketched and justified but they still leave the technical implementation issues open. Moreover MIRO assumes the "prefer customer" rule to ensure the global stability, a limitation which we underline in Section V.
In addition to the inter-domain multi-path propagation, we propose the relaxation of the "prefer customer" rule, while maintaining route stability (cf. Section IV). Some mathematical works present Neighbor Specific (NS) BGP [17] , [18] and have proposed the relaxation of this rule. They consider neighbor specific routing policies, which by construction require multipath routing within an AS (as different routes will be offered and used by different neighbors). However, a single route is offered to each individual neighbor in their proposal, whereas we consider the possibility of exchanging a variety of paths between carriers, which requires specific multipath route export policies. Thereby it is important to stress that our inter-domain multipath propagation approach and the NS approach are orthogonally independent as domains may selectively adopt one without the other.
III. ARCHITECTURE FOR ROUTE DIVERSITY In this section, we present Inter-Domain Route Diversity (IDRD), which enables the use of the inherent topological diversity present in today's Internet. In the design of our architecture proposal, we have been following the valuable criteria for successful system design specified in [19] and [20] , which in our case translates to the following: First, the architecture must be backward compatible, i.e., it must be compatible with the current inter-domain routing protocol and services. Moreover, it must be incrementally deployable, meaning that the players must be able to implement it on their own, without having to synchronize with or wait for other actors. Furthermore, they should be able to do so smoothly, i.e., without having to perform a one shot migration of their infrastructures. Last, but not least, the implementation of the architecture must rely on existing technologies in order to facilitate the migration and also lower the cost of adoption. In order to take into account these design criteria, we rely on the map-and-encap scheme in IETF RFC 6830 [21] , i.e., on the Locator/Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP).
Before presenting the IDRD architecture in detail, we first wish to provide clarity on the character of this solution, i.e., to stress that IDRD by no means aims at replacing BGP. Instead, we see IDRD as an add-on to the present Internet, which can be deployed by some domains in addition to BGP in order to enable the utilization of the inherent inter-domain path diversity. An overview of the global architecture is provided in Fig. 1 .
A. IDRD Data Plane
In order to enable the usage of IDRD's alternative paths in the present Internet, we propose to apply packet encapsulation in a similar scheme as in [22] . IDRD addresses end-to-end path enforcement at two different levels, Intra-domain and Interdomain, by encapsulating and de-capsulating packets at each AS border router (ASBR). A packet that arrives at an ASBR is de-capsulated and triggers a request to a local mapping system (MS) to determine which ASBR the packet must be forwarded to. The packet is then re-encapsulated in order to bypass the BGP default route and to enforce the path until the next ASBR. More details about the MS are provided in the next section (III-B).
Due to the availability of several paths per destination prefix, the destination IP address no longer provides sufficient information for making forwarding decisions. To this end, in additon to the destination IP prefix, an identifier is carried by the packet for specifying the path which is to be used, which we call the path identifier (i.e., path-ID). An in-depth discussion about the path identifier, its scalability and its Internet-wide organization is addressed in [23] .
LISP provides both the encapsulation scheme and an instance-ID 2 (i.e., a 24 bit field) which can respectively be used as path enforcement encapsulation and as path-ID. Moreover, the LISP IETF draft is well advanced and it has already been implemented in some commercial routers 3 .
B. IDRD Control Plane
The information on path diversity is stored in the individual domains' Mapping Systems (MSs). A MS must keep a minimum set of information. An ASBR path request, containing both a destination IP address and a path-ID, must be associated with an outgoing path, which is defined by the following set of information: (i) the IP address of the next ASBR and (ii) the outgoing path-ID (as the incoming path-ID and the outgoing path-ID may be different).
The propagation of path diversity between two IDRD domains is also performed at the MS level. The information that needs to be propagated is composed of: (i) the advertised prefixes, (ii) a set of routes (i.e. AS paths) per prefix, along with the associated metrics, (iii) an entry ASBR per path, along with an entry path-ID. As IDRD domains may be connected to neighbors that have not adopted IDRD, eBGP routing information coming from these neighbors are redistributed into the MS. In order to be able to send several paths to the Mapping System, ASBRs use the BGP add-path extension [4] .
Moreover, IDRD does not replace BGP as the default interdomain routing protocol, as IDRD domains keep on advertising BGP routes. This property allows IDRD to fulfill the "Backward Compatibility" and "Incremental Deployability" design criteria. Therefore, an early adopter that does not have any IDRD neighbors can adopt this architecture for storing the path diversity it receives from eBGP messages and for choosing from the set different exit ASBRs, depending on the path to be followed. Such early adoption and its benefits are well described in [24] .
IV. RELAXATION OF ISP POLICIES Current routing conditions that insure stability rely on a single path assumption. They need to be refined in our context where a number of routes can be exported between neighbors. Furthermore, we take advantage of this refinement for relaxing the conditions (in particular the "prefer client" rule) to allow for richer route selection policies, while safeguarding the stability of inter-domain paths. In this section, we prove the stability of our approach by generalizing and relaxing the single-route Internet stability proof performed by Gao et al. in [6] and by adapting it to a neighbor specific approach [17] . to select routes, among the two sets of route candidates, that will be exported to n: While in this work we will not provide exact formulations of the route decision process λ, we do stress that the importance of relaxing the decision process both in order to increase the potential path diversity and to allow for customized decision processes. To this end, we can imagine a broad spectrum of approaches, ranging from simple selection criteria (e.g., selecting only disjoint routes) to more sophisticated multicriteria schemes optimizing other objective functions. The only assumption we make is that each decision process λ n d is stable, which means that repeated reception of an already known route advertisement does not change the result of λ n d .
2) IDRD stability conditions:
In this part we present a criterion which -in addition to the the Valley Free conditions [6] -relaxes the "prefer customer" condition while providing a new way to protect and ensure the reachability of customer prefixes. In terms of IDRD, the well known Valley Free conditions translate to:
• Each AS d sends a set of selected client/provider/peer routes (E 
. In order to ensure the global stability of IDRD, a third stability criterion is required:
IDRD Stability Criterion: Routes received from peers and providers must have no impact on the selection of client routes sent to peer or provider neighbors. More formally, ∀x ∈ P (d), we have:
For the sake of clarity, this stability criterion may also be formulated in a somewhat less condensed manner. Essentially, the criterion underlines that the set of selected client routes, which are to be sent to peers or/and providers, must be independent of the set of received peer and provider routes. It is important to note that the selection of client routes, which are to be propagated to client neighbors may depend on received peer/provider routes. The stated stability criterion is equivalent to combining two separate selection processes:
• One for peer/provider neighbors:
For instance, a decision process may be configured to select and advertise, to a peer/provider neighbor, all the client routes E x∈P d,C = R d,C and to advertise peer/provider routes only if no client route is available. In that case, the selection of client routes does not depend on the received peer/provider routes, which makes that selection compliant with the criterion. As a second example, it is not possible to "prefer" providers over clients as the selection of the client routes (i.e., λ x∈P d,C ) would depend on the existence of peer/provider routes, which is not permitted by the criterion. In any case, even if the latter example does not represent commercially meaningful behaviour, it still very well illustrates what is prohibited by the stability criterion.
B. Stability verification models and definitions
In order to prove the stability of IDRD, we first have to define the required verification tools. To this end, we follow the terminology and proof structure from the proof of stability for the Gao & Rexford conditions in [6] .
We say that activating an AS applies the export policies of its neighboring domains. In other words, activating an AS causes its neighbors to send it their routing messages once, after which the decision process is performed in order to select routing information that will be exported to neighbors. The activation sequence tool is defined as a recursion of the activation over a series of domains. Using this tool, the propagation of a prefix on the path from domain d (which originates the prefix) to a domain r (which finally receives the routing messages) is performed by triggering sequentially the activation of all intermediate domains from d to r. We define as fair activation sequence an infinite activation sequence in which every domain is activated an infinite amount of times. Further, we define the state of the system as the result of routing selection processes in the system. In the case of the Internet, the state of the system is the union of the selection process results in all of the domains. And in the case of a single domain, the state of the system is the set of selection process results within the domain itself. Proof: As the propagation/selection of route diversity for any specific prefix is independent from other prefixes, we only focus on the propagation of a single prefix that is originated in domain d. In order to prove the present lemma, we use an activation sequence which contains two phases. Each phase can be considered as an activation sequence.
Phase 1 (P 1 ) We first activate the providers of the domain d, and then their providers recursively, until activating the tierones 4 . Therefore all direct or indirect providers of d (noted P r(d)) are activated in P 1 in an order such that if Y ∈ P r(d) and X ∈ P r(Y ), then X is activated before Y . Moreover, if Z is not a provider of d, Z is not activated in P 1 .
We perform an induction proof over the activation sequence. We consider the domain d, being in a stable state, as the base case. For the induction step, we activate the domain N . We assume that the path diversity received from clients (i.e.,
is stable from, at least, the previous step of the induction. Therefore whatever the path diversity received from peers and providers (i.e., R N,P (N ) ), the path diversity exported to a peer or provider X (i.e., E
is stable thanks to the IDRD stability criterion and the stable nature of the selection process. As a result, once the first activation sequence has been completed, all (direct or indirect) providers of the destination have received a stable set of diverse client routes and export to their peers and providers a set of routes (that came from client routes, because of the Valley Free properties). 4 A tier-one is a domain which does not have any provider domains. Phase 2 (P 2 ) After having completed P 1 , we sequentially activate all the domains in a top-down approach. We also use an induction approach. As the base case, all the tier-one domains (T 1 ) are first activated and we prove that the routes they export to their clients (i.e., ∪ Y ∈C(T1) E Y T1 ) are stable as well. ∀T 1 , ∀Y ∈ C(T 1 ) we have: C(X) ). ∀X ∈ P e(T 1 ), R X,C(X) and R T1,C(T1) are stable since P 1 . As the received routes are stable, E Y T1 is stable as well (thanks to the stable nature of the selection process).
For the inductive step, we activate a domain N only when all of its providers have already been activated in P 2 . ∀Y ∈ C(N ) we have:
∀X ∈ P e(N ), R X,C(X) and R N,C(N ) are stable since the end of P 1 and ∀X ∈ P r(N ), E N X is stable since the previous iteration of the induction proof. As the received routes are stable, E Y N is stable as well (thanks to the stable nature of the selection process).
At the end of the second activation sequence (i.e., after the completion of P 1 and P 2 ), all the domains receive and export stable client, peer and provider routes. All the domains are therefore in a stable state.
It must be noted that, despite the asynchronous nature of the IDRD routing propagation, if the decision processes λ are deterministic, the domains' stable states reached at the end of P 2 , which determines the final state of the system, are the only ones that can be reached under any activation sequence.
Lemma 2: An IDRD system that respects the stability criterion and the Valley Free conditions converges to a stable state for any initial state and under any fair activation sequence.
As for the previous proof, we focus on the propagation of a single prefix, originated from domain d.
Proof: Given any fair activation sequence, we devise our proof by subsequently focusing on individual domains in the same order as the activation sequences of Lemma 1's proof (both phases). While the fair activation sequence may activate a lot of domains several times, we only focus on a single domain until its activation. We then focus on the next domain until its activation and so on, shifting our focus in the order foreseen in Phase P 1 and then Phase P 2 . We will not go further in detail with the proof of this lemma because it follows the same logic as Lemma 1. The details of this lemma's proof are included in our technical report in [25] .
Lemma 3: An IDRD system that respects the stability criterion and the Valley Free conditions always reaches a stable state within a finite number of activations.
Proof: This lemma results directly from the fact that there is a finite number of domains and that a fair activation sequence activates each domain an infinite number of times.
Therefore, each domain receives the total path diversity within a finite number of activations and a stable state is also reached within a finite number of activations.
V. EVALUATION The provisioning of AS disjoint routes 5 is one of the short term most prominent uses of route diversity propagation. In this context, we evaluate the number of disjoint paths a domain 6 can use to reach all the other ASes, with both the IDRD and MIRO architectures. Contrary to IDRD, MIRO is subject to the "prefer customer" constraint in order to be stable. If a customer route exists, MIRO is not able to use peer or provider routes.
A. Evaluation process
The evaluation is performed from the perspective of an AS of choice (e.g., AS 3356). Based on the AS relationship database provided by CAIDA [26] , we generate paths that both IDRD and MIRO could propose to AS 3356 in order to reach every other domain, and we compute the maximal number of disjoint paths each AS is reachable with. Figures 2 and 3 show the disjoint path diversity that IDRD and MIRO can provide to ASes. For instance, with the use of MIRO, Fig. 3 underlines that AS 3356 is not able to use disjoint paths to reach 25% of the domains and can use at most two disjoint paths to reach 50% of destination domains.
It is important to notice that a domain is reachable through a number of AS-disjoint paths which is bounded by its number of external routing relationships (i.e., its number of neighbors). For instance, a domain having 5 neighbors could be reached by at most 5 disjoint paths. In black are the connection graphs (the same curve both for Figures 2 and 3) representing the external connectivity of domains (e.g., number of eBGP neighbor relationships provided by CAIDA) which stands for the maximum potential disjoint reachability, i.e., the maximum number of disjoint paths for each domain, which is inherently limited by the number of neighboring domains. A large proportion of the ASes are connected to two domains (i.e., more than 50%). The other ASes are connected to 3 or more domains and may potentially be reachable via 3 or more fully AS-disjoint routes.
Interestingly, the number of additional paths produced by the proposed IDRD relaxation (cf. Section IV) is so large that we have to limit the computation time for path disjointness. We do this by restricting the number of analyzed paths (for the IDRD evaluation only). Therefore, the AS-disjoint path potential of IDRD is even under-estimated. More details about the evaluation process are available in our technical report [25] .
B. Results
The first result that can be underlined is that MIRO truncates the overall potential path disjointness. The curves of all the analyzed domains in Fig. 3 are below the one of the destination AS connectivities, which corresponds to a loss of AS-disjoint diversity. On the contrary, the diversity of IDRD (i.e., Fig. 2) is very close to the underlying potential ASdisjoint diversity. We can see that the AS 3356 has a small percentage of destination domains (i.e., 1.6%) that are not reachable via disjoint paths. This is a consequence of the limitation of the number of paths for the IDRD evaluation (previously explained in the same section). The second result is that with MIRO the number of "no disjoint path" ASes (i.e. ASes that are not reachable via disjoint paths) varies a lot depending on the AS receiving the path advertisements. For instance, AS 3356 (CAIDA rank: 1) has about 25% of "no disjoint path" ASes, whereas for AS 13237 (CAIDA rank: 46) more than 50% of the destination ASes are not reachable via disjoint paths. Using IDRD allows almost all domains (except for between 0% and 1.7%) to be reachable via multiple disjoint paths, and this figure is pretty much stable irrespectively of the analyzed AS. Due to space constraints, we present full distributions only for a small number of ASes, while we have performed our analysis for 17 domains. Fig. 4 presents the evolution of the number of destination ASes without disjoint paths with respect to the CAIDA rank [26] of the ASes for both IDRD and MIRO.
This graph underlines that MIRO does not provide the same level of diversity for tier-ones, tier-twos or even lower tiers. Indeed, even if the number of destination ASes without disjoint paths is quite important for the tier-ones (i.e., in the order of roughly 25% of destination domains), this figure almost doubles for ISPs that have a CAIDA rank lower than 20 (i.e., for more than 99% of ISPs). In contrast, the relaxation proposed in IDRD is almost insensitive to the rank of the AS source. This means that finding disjoint paths represents a strong incentive to adopt IDRD, both for small and for large ISPs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK Today's Internet displays vast potential path diversity. However, BGP-4, as the single inter-domain routing protocol, does not allow for the utilization of multiple paths per destination prefix. In this paper we propose Inter-Domain Route Diversity (IDRD) as a novel, easy-to-deploy architecture which allows for the use of multiple inter-domain paths, while maintaining full backwards compatibility with BGP due to its reliance on existing and compatible technologies (i.e., LISP [21] ). One of the fundamental advancements of IDRD lies in the generaliztion of the G&R conditions in this environment where a diversity of routes is propagated between neighbors. To this end, IDRD specifies a novel route selection criterion which assures the global stability even through "relaxed" policies (in particular "prefer customer"), allowing carriers to define richer sets of policies. We have compared IDRD to Multi-path Inter-domain ROuting (MIRO) as an alternative architecture which pursues the same objectives, and we demonstrate that our relaxed route selection greatly increases the offered path diversity, thus opening the potential for many useful customer applications. Concerning our future research in this field, we aim at defining advanced decision processes for route selection and export, which will assure IDRD's efficiency in pervasive deployment scenarios.
